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PUBLICATIONS

- Relining the Garbage Can of Organizational Decision-Making: Modeling the Arrival of Problems and Solutions as Queues
- Strategic Rule Breaking: Time Wasting to Win Soccer Games (e0224150)
- Is All Publicity Good Publicity? The Impact of Direct and Indirect Media Pressure on the Adoption of Governance Practices
- Safe or Profitable? The Pursuit of Conflicting Goals
- Research: Why Struggling Airlines Spend More on Safety
- Dominant Coalitions Directing Acquisitions: Different Decision Makers, Different Decisions
- Where to Search
- Delayed Adoption of Rules: A Relational Theory of Firm Exposure and State Cooptation
- Show me the Data! Improving Evidence Presentation for Publication
- Disasters and Community Resilience: Spanish Flu and the Formation of Retail Cooperatives in Norway
- Goal Selection Internally and Externally: A Behavioral Theory of Institutionalization
- Hereafter: How Crises Shape Communities through Learning and Institutional Legacies
- Amazon Warrior: How a Platform can Restructure Industry Power and Ecology
- Unequal Bedfellows: Gender Role-based Deference in Multiplex Ties Between Korean Business Groups
- Performance Feedback in Organizations and Groups: Common Themes
- Board Reform versus Profits: The Impact of Ratings on the Adoption of Governance Practices
- Institutional Logics and Power Sources: Merger and Acquisition Decisions
- Emergence: How Novelty, Growth, and Formation Shape Organizations and Their Ecosystems
- Look at Me: Overt Status-seeking Behavior and Competitive Emergence among Securities Analysts
- Emergence: How Novelty, Growth, and Formation Shape Organizations and Their Ecosystems
- Emergence (Research in the Sociology of Organizations (Book 50))
- Ripples of Fear: The Diffusion of a Bank Panic
- Consequences of Organizational Misconduct: Too Much and too Little Punishment
- Asymmetry of Reputation Loss and Recovery under Endogenous Partnerships: Theory and Evidence
- Short- and Long-Term Performance Feedback and Absorptive Capacity
- Self-Assessment, Self-Enhancement, and the Choice of Comparison Organizations for Evaluating Organizational Performance
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- Resource Dependence Dynamics: Partner Reactions to Mergers
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- Network Advantage: How to Unlock Value From Your Alliances and Partnerships
• How Partners Shape Strategy
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• Young and Growing Research Directions in Competitive Strategy
• The Behavioral Theory of the Firm: Assessment and Prospects
• The Prince and the Pauper: Search and Brokerage in the Initiation of Status-Heterophilous Ties
• Market Niche Entry Decisions: Competition, Learning, and Strategy in Tokyo Banking, 1894-1936
• Market Niche Entry Decisions: A Retrospective Introduction
• Fast and Expensive: The Diffusion of a Disappointing Innovation
• Positional Rigidity: Low Performance and Resource Acquisition in Large and Small Firms
• When do Interlocks Matter? Institutional Logics and the Diffusion of Multiple Corporate Governance Practices
• Business Group Affiliation and Firm Search Behaviour in India: Responsiveness and Focus of Attention
• Built to Last but Falling Apart: Cohesion, Friction, and withdrawal from Interfirm Alliances
• Organizations Gone Wild: The Causes, Processes, and Consequences of Organizational Misconduct
• Designing Performance Feedback Systems to Guide Learning and Manage Risk
• A Matching Theory of Alliance Formation and Organizational Success: Complementarity and Compatibility
• Undeserved Loss: The Spread of Legitimacy Loss to Innocent Organizations in Response to Reported Corporate Deviance
• Bigger and Safer: The Diffusion of Competitive Advantage
• A Behavioral Theory of Firm Growth: Sequential Attention to Size and Performance Goals
• Multimarket Contact and Sales Growth: Evidence from Insurance
• Organizational Routines and Performance Feedback
• A Behavioral Theory on the Firm-40 Years and Counting: Introduction and Impact
• Exploration and Exploitation in Product Innovation
• Power and Glory: Concentrated Power in Top Management Teams
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• Job Search with Organizational Size as a Signal
• Organizational Learning from Performance Feedback: A Behavioral Perspective on Innovation and Change
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